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Laying Out Easy Read 
Materials



What is Easy-Read

● Easy-Read is a format designed to make information 
accessible to people with intellectual and developmental 
disabilities (IDD).

● You can use Easy-Read for all sorts of projects!
● We don’t have time to talk in-depth about writing 

Easy-Read right now
○ Writing Easy-Read presentation
○ One Idea Per Line guide



Getting to Know InDesign, Illustrator, and 
Bridge



InDesign



Illustrator



Bridge



InDesign, Illustrator, and Bridge can look really complex!

● That’s okay!
● You don’t have to use all the features.
● We will talk about the different parts in this presentation.
● We will cover the different features you need to know to 

do Easy-Read layout



Layout Basics



Materials need to look like Easy-Read as well

● Your text and icons should be laid out in Easy-Read as well as 
written in Easy-Read

● Many people who need Easy-Read/plain language writing also 
have disabilities that mean they need Easy-Read layout as well
○ For example, Blind/low vision, dyslexia, intellectual 

disabilities
● Easy-Read is a way of laying things out as well as writing. 

Things need to be laid out correctly in order to be Easy-Read.



Layout Software to use

● We use Adobe Creative Cloud products (InDesign and Illustrator)
● Adobe products are really expensive! You can use other (free or paid) 

publishing software
○ For example, Affinity Designer, VivaDesigner, Scribus, etc.

● You may be able to get discounts on Adobe products if you are a student or 
are part of a non-profit organization

● If you can’t afford Adobe products (they’re expensive) or have other 
products you use, you can use those.

● Our presentation will talk a lot about Adobe layouts and shortcuts 
● But you should be able to do most of the things we describe here in other 

software.
● We think you should use publishing/layout software. You shouldn’t use just 

Word or another word processor software



Fonts

● Large font sizes 
help make Easy 
Read resources 
more accessible 
to people who 
are Blind/low 
vision, have 
dyslexia, or have 
other disabilities. 



The fonts we use

Here are the specifications for our headings and text: 

● Heading 1: Open Sans Bold, 29pt; space before, 1p8; space after, 0p6 
● Heading 2: Open Sans Bold, 25pt; space before, 1p8; space after, 3p3 
● Heading 3: Open Sans Bold, 22pt; space before, 0p0; space after, 4p0 
● Heading 4: Open Sans Bold Italic, 18pt; space before, 0p0; space after, 2p4 
● Body text: Open Sans Regular, 18pt; space before, 0p0; space after, 

minimum of 5p8



What’s a pica?

● We use picas as our unit of measurement. 
● A unit of measurement is something you can use to 

measure length, like inches or feet. 
● There are 6 picas in an inch and 12 points in a pica. 

○ For example: 1p8 is read as “one pica eight points”
● You can use other units of measurement if you like. 
● There are many calculators available online that will 

convert picas to other units of measurement.



Use sans-serif fonts

● We use sans-serif fonts because serifs can make letter shapes harder to 
read. 

● Serifs are the “feet” on the strokes of letters. 
● Serifs can make your text harder to read, so we think you should avoid them.



Empty Space
● White space is really important to 

easy to read design. 
● It helps to visually group related 

content together as well as reduce 
how crowded together things are. 

● You may have heard people say it’s 
hard for them to read a “wall of 
text”, referring to long blocks of text 
with not enough spacing. 

● For many people, visual clutter and 
densely-packed pages mean they 
can’t read what’s on the page 



Adding Empty Space

Here’s where to set space after in InDesign: 

● Our text boxes are 30p0 wide by 60p0 tall in most cases. 
○ There is a 1p0 gutter (space) between the text box and the clipart 

column. 
○ Note that clipart doesn’t have to touch the line. But that is the closest the 

edge of an image can come to the text box. 
○ It is much more cramped if you scrunch the images right up to the line.



Paragraphs

● It’s important to have a lot of white space between 
paragraphs 
○ Don’t have a “wall of text”
○ No icons piled on top of each other. 

● Remember, in Easy Read, a paragraph is only one or two 
sentences, usually one

● We use an absolute minimum of 5p8 space after each 
paragraph; the default is 7p8. 



More on Paragraphs

● Any time you find you still have space available at the 
bottom of the page, consider spacing out your paragraphs 
even more. 

● You should always use “space after” instead of hitting the 
enter key.

● In order to keep pages reasonably spaced, we have at 
most 5 paragraphs per page. 
○ The only exception is for bulleted lists, as the first 

paragraph won’t have a clipart image.  



Illustrating 
Paragraphs



Changing Topics

● Each topic should start on its own page, even if there’s plenty of 
space at the bottom of the page for the topic before it. 

● This helps keep the ideas about a topic visually linked.
● It also makes it easier for the reader to tell when a new topic is 

being talked about.
● If it helps, think of Easy Read pages as slides

○ One topic can take multiple slides
○ But you shouldn’t put multiple topics on one slide



Example Boxes

● Example boxes are orange-tinted boxes 
with red outlines. 

● They are used in the Easy-Read template 
to highlight examples given in the text. 

● The example box should surround all of 
the example text and images 

● The example box should have a couple of 
picas of box space above and below the 
beginning and end of the text.

● When an example box lasts more than 
one page (and they usually do), use the C 
- Lower Height template (see next slide) 
for each continuing page. 



When to use which template page, part 1

● A - Title Page: Only use this for the title pages of each part. 
● B - Full Height: Use this for most of your pages. It has space for 

five images on it.You do not have to use all five images.
● C - Lower Height: Use this for example pages. The lower height 

means you can put an example box around the whole page. 
● D - Full Height Landscape: Use this when you need two columns 

of images/text per page. For example, if you are making a chart to 
compare two things. You can also use this if you need a page that 
is laid out in landscape (horizontal) mode. 



When to use which template page, part 2

● G - Glossary Terms: Only use this for Words to Know pages 
where you are defining terms. Depending on how long your 
definitions are, you can probably fit 2-4 words + definitions per 
page.

● G - Words to Know: Only use this for the introductory page at 
the beginning of the Words to Know section of each part (and 
the Words to Know part at the end itself).



A - Title Page 



B - Full Height 



C - Lower Height 



D - Full Height Landscape



G - Words to Know



G - Glossary Terms



Multiple Parts

● We divide our Easy Read 
publications into parts. Each part 
can stand on its own, as a 
different file with its own Words to 
Know section at the beginning. 

● This helps break up often very 
long documents. It makes it easier 
for readers to jump right to the 
parts they want to read.

● We use InDesign “book” files to 
keep multi-part documents in 
order. 



What a book file looks like



Glossaries: Part 1

● Glossaries, which we call “Words to Know” sections, are always 
put at the very beginning of each part, right after the title page. 

● This helps readers get to know important words before seeing 
them again in the part. 

● The first time a term from Words to Know is used in each part, 
the term should be bolded.



Glossaries: Part 2

● Because people can read each part of an Easy Read document 
on its own, the Words to Know sections must show that. 

● If a term is in both Part 1 and Part 2, it must also be in both 
Words to Know sections. 

● This both makes sure that someone reading can start anywhere 
and still get the information they need. It also helps reinforce 
terms between sections. 



Text



Text alignment 

Text alignment is how text flows on the page. 



Left-align your text

● Left-aligned text is the easiest to follow. 
● The shapes created along the right edge by differing word 

lengths help to make lines clearer. The shapes help make lines 
stand out from each other. 

● You read English (and many other languages) from left to right. 
Your text should follow that. 



More on text alignment

● Justified text might look the neatest. But 
it often produces strange gaps between 
words. These gaps can form “rivers” of 
white space. Those “rivers” can distract  
the reader. 

● InDesign’s default setting is to left-align 
text. If your text isn’t left-aligned, select 
some text, click on the Paragraph (¶) 
button in the top toolbar, and then 
choose the first option in the alignment 
section. 



No hyphens

● This is a hyphen: - (for example: good-looking)
● Words are broken across two lines break up the 

flow of text. This can make it hard to read. 
● To turn off hyphenation in InDesign, first press 

Ctrl+Alt+T/Cmd+Opt+T to bring up the 
Paragraph window. 
○ Next, click the three or lines in the upper 

right corner of the window.
○ Next, click “Show Options” on the menu 

that pops up. 
○ Select your text and then uncheck the 

Hyphenate checkbox at the bottom of the 
options.



Runts, Widows, and Orphans: Definitions



Runts, Widows, and Orphans: Interruptions

Each of these three interrupts the normal flow of reading. 

● Runts come before a large piece of white space not usually found in 
text. It can break the reader’s focus by drawing unnecessary attention 
to the final word in a paragraph. 

● Widows and orphans each mean that the reader has to remember a 
sentence across two pages. The reader can’t read the sentence all 
together. 

For our purposes, we completely avoid ever splitting paragraphs or 
sentences across pages.



Getting rid of widows and orphans in your layout

● First, select your text. 
● Next, press 

Ctrl+Alt+K/Cmd+Opt+K to bring 
up the Keep Options window. 

● Click on “Keep Lines Together” 
and “All Lines in Paragraph”. 

● Click OK.

This takes care of both orphans and 
widows.



Getting rid of runts in your layout
Dealing with runts is a little bit trickier. 

● First, select the space before the 
runt. 

● You can turn on “Show Hidden 
Characters” by pressing 
Ctrl+Alt+I/Cmd+Opt+I. This makes 
it easier to see where the spaces 
are located.

● With the space highlighted, press 
Ctrl+Alt+X/Cmd+Opt+X. 
○ This will replace the normal space 

character with a nonbreaking 
space. That’s a space that keeps 
the words surrounding it together.



Don’t “crunch” or “squish” text
● With runts, you might want to “crunch” or “squish” the text together so 

that the runt fits onto the last full line of the paragraph. You can do this 
using the the “tracking” tool under “character formatting controls.” 

● Don’t do this. 
● If you squish the letters too closely together, it can be hard to read. 
● Leave tracking set to 0 (don’t set it to above 0, either) and use other 

tools to deal with runts. 



You should lay out all the text before starting on icons

● One of our rules about icons is that the same image 
cannot be used twice on a page

● You won’t be able to tell where you might need to use a 
different icon if you haven’t laid out the text yet.



The Icon Process



Placing Icons

● First, you want to add a placeholder frame for the icons next to every 
paragraph. 

● Start by clicking on the Rectangle Frame button (or press F). Create 
one frame. A frame is a box.

● You’re going to be copy-and-pasting this frame next to every 
paragraph. But first, we have to change some settings on the frame. 
Right-click on the frame and choose “Object export options.”

● A box will pop up. Change “Alt Text Source:” to “From 
XMP:Description.” We’ll explain what this means in the next section. 
For now, click “Done” and then copy-and-paste the frame next to 
every paragraph. (If you’re working off our Easy-Read template, this 
has already been done in the template pages for you.)



Alt Text: Part 1
● We use Adobe Bridge to add alt text 

to our icons. You can find basic 
tutorials on using Bridge in other 
places, so we’ll just cover what you 
need to know to add alt text. 

● First, make sure that the Metadata 
panel is visible. 

● You can turn different panels on or off 
by clicking “Window” on the top bar 
and then clicking on each panel.  

● If the Folders Panel isn’t visible, turn 
that one on as well. 

● In the Folders Panel, you can 
navigate to the folder that contains 
your clipart. 



Alt Text: Part 2

● Once you’ve found the folder, click on 
one of your images. 

● Then, scroll down in the Metadata 
panel until you see the section called 
IPTC Core - Description. 

● Click on the little pencil icon to the 
right of the Description field. 
○ This is where you enter in your alt 

text for that image. 
○ Remember how we set the Object 

Export Options to find alt text from 
“XMP:Description”? This 
description field is what it’s 
referencing. 



Alt Text: Part 3

● Now, if you drag in your clipart from 
Bridge, it’ll automatically assign the 
alt text you entered. 
○ You can drag clipart from 

Adobe Bridge straight into one 
of the empty rectangles you 
created. 

○ You can also add images by 
clicking on the empty frame 
and pressing Ctrl+D/Cmd+D 
and then selecting the image 
you want to place in the frame.



Fit Content to Frame

● Sometimes when you drag in 
an image, it might be cut off 
at the edges.

● There’s an easy way to fix 
that! Select the frame and 
then press 
Ctrl+Alt+Shift+E/Cmd+Opt+S
hift+E

● This will resize the image to 
fit perfectly in the frame.



Paragraph Styles

● Easy Read formatting can be really 
time intensive! One way you can 
speed up the process is by saving 
Styles. First, open up the Paragraph 
Styles window by pressing F11. 

● Next, select some of your text that’s 
in a style you want to save. For 
example, one of your headers. 

● Next, go over to to your Paragraph 
Styles window and click on the + 
symbol at the bottom



ASAN’s style library

● ASAN has also put together an Easy Read Formatting Style Library that you can use as the 
basis for your own projects, changing the fonts and colors to suit your own organizational 
brand or preferences. You can access this library on the web here 
(https://assets.adobe.com/public/e9f33f6a-690a-4692-58ef-4a4f92448279), where you can 
copy it to your own Adobe libraries. 

● You can also import the library straight into InDesign. First, visit this link to download the 
Library file: 
http://autisticadvocacy.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/Easy%20Read%20Formatting%20
Library.cclibs 

● Next, open the CC Libraries panel by clicking on Window > CC Libraries in the top menu of 
InDesign:

● Click on the three horizontal lines in the upper right corner of the CC Libraries panel and 
then select “Import library”:

● Click on “Select library” to find the .CCLIBS file you just downloaded and then click “Import.” 
You should now be able to access our Easy Read Formatting Library from inside InDesign.

https://assets.adobe.com/public/e9f33f6a-690a-4692-58ef-4a4f92448279
http://autisticadvocacy.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/Easy%20Read%20Formatting%20Library.cclibs
http://autisticadvocacy.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/Easy%20Read%20Formatting%20Library.cclibs

